
has been ignored). 

The assumption that the product liT is contant whilst 
the duration of the muonium stage changes by more than 
two orders of magnitude means that we are regarding 
Mu - J1.. transitions and reversals of the direction of 
electron spin in muonium as different consequences of 
the same process. This process can be regarded, for 
example, as the transfer of an electron from a local 
donor level, formed as a result of the presence of a 
muonium atom between the crystal lattice sites, to the 
conduction band. The character of the final state of the 
positive muon depends on the direction of the spin of the 
de localized electron relative to the spin of the positive 
muon. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental results reported in this paper sug
gest, in our view, that further studies of the properties 
of muonium in the crystal lattices of semiconductors 
should yield useful results. Elucidation of the actual 
energy level scheme that appears during the interaction 
between muonium electron shells and the neighboring 
lattice atoms is an important problem, the solution of 
which should be helpful in the understanding of the for
mation of deep donor levels in semiconducting materials. 

We emphasize the satisfactory agreement between the 
calculated barrier heights corresponding to narrow and 
broad temperature ranges. This may be regarded as 
evidence for the fact that the hyperfine splitting fre
quency of muonium in germanium remains constant in 
the temperature and dopant density ranges we have in
vestigated. 

We are indebted to D. G. Andrianov and V. I. Fistul' 
for supplying specimens with measured electrophysical 
properties, and for useful discussions. 
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A soliton model of particles of the \jJ-boson type 
I. S. Shapiro 
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Coherent states (condensates) constructed on the basis of classical soliton-like solutions of a one
dimensional field equation are considered. The narrowness of the IjI boson is explained by the smallness of 
the amplitude for the transition of the condensate into a state with definite number of particles, much 
smaller than the average number. The 1jI' boson is interpreted as a condensate with a mean field which 
differs little from the mean field of the IjI state, and it is proved that the 1jI' --lljl transition is not 
suppressed. 

PACS numbers: 14.40.-n, 11.I0.Qr 

INTRODUCTION 21T!/I. The three-particle Lorentz invariant phase space 
for the first of these decays is approximately 260 times 
larger than for the second mode, whereas the rates are 
comparable (the 21Tl/! channel is responsible for about 
30% of the width of the !/If). Our fundamental idea 

The suppression of the number of pion channels char
acteristic of the !/I particles manifests itself particular
ly clearly in comparing the decays of the !/If into 31T and 
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(formulated before in[1]) is that 1/1 and 1/1' are states of 
the coherent type. The norm of such states (Bose con
densates) is distributed over an infinite number of bo
sons and therefore the amplitudes of the components 
with definite particle number are small. The suppres
sion of the pionic modes of Ithe 1/1 state depends in such a 
model, first, on the physical nature of the coherent 
state, and second, on the mean number of particles in 
that state. In condensates of the superfluid type (co
herent states of the group SU(l, 1» the probability of 
transition from the condensate (a state with indefinite 
particle number) into an ordinary state (with a finite 
number of particles) is proportional to n-l/S, where n 
is the mean particle number in the condensate, and for 
the suppression of the prorulbility by a factor of lO-s 

one needs nC>! 109• More appropriate for the description 
of the 1/1 particles are coher,ent states of the oscillator 
type (cf. [2]). In this case, there occurs an exponential 
(in ii) suppression of the transition probability of the 
coherent state into a normal state, so that a suppres
sion by a factor of 103 occurs already for n C>! 10. It is 
our purpose to construct a eoherent state which has the 
properties of a particle. This means that the mass 
(squared four-momentum) of such a system must not 
change in interactions with not too strong external 
fields. As is well known, soliton solutions of classical 
nonlinear field equations exhibit such a property. Con
structing a coherent state Olll the basis of a classical 
soliton solution we obtain an object having, in the indi
cated sense, corpuscular properties and being at the 
same time a quantum condensate. Its decay into any 
finite number of components will be suppressed if that 
number is much smaller them the average particle num
ber in the condensate. Anolther important property of 
the soliton-condensate is the fact that it has collective 
degrees of freedom which interact with the electro
magnetic field. 

This is the basic content of the proposed model. Fol
lowing this outline we first describe the formalism of 
construction of the coherent state (Sec. 1), after that 
we consider a one-dimensional realization of the model 
(Sec. 2). In Sec. 3 we discuss electromagnetic transi
tions. 

1. COHERENT STATES OF A NEUTRAL SPINLESS 
BOSON FIELD 

The formalism described in this section is close to 
the content of the recent publications, [3,4] but does not 
coincide completely with thE!m. 

For definiteness we start from the Schrodinger opera
tors (If the canonically conjugate fields cP(x) and w (x) 
satisfying the usual boson commutation relations. The 
starting point is the splittinl~ of the fields into positive
and negative-frequency components ('p<+), Cp<-) and i<+), 
;r<-). This requires definin~: the vector 10) that de
scribes a state "without particles" and is annihilated by 
the operators Cp<+) and i-<+); consequently this defines a 
definite (although in principle arbitrary) realization of 
the boson creation-annihilation operators, i. e., a spec
ification of their mass. 

From the canonical momentum ; and the arbitrary 
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complex-valued functionf(x) we construct the unitary 
operatorl ) 

(1) 

Acting on the no-particle state 10), this operator gives 
rise to the normalized coherent state 

(2) 

The scalar product of two coherent states can be ex
pressed through the Fourier transforms J of the func
tionsf: 

l<f,lf.>I'=exp{-I/,S 00 If.-f,I '(dk) }. (3) 

oo='1k'+m.'. 

where mo is the mass of the bosons making up the con
densate and the volume element (dk) includes the nor
malization factors. It follows from (3), in particular, 
that 

1<01/>1'= exp{ -'I,S ooIJl'(dk) }. (4) 

The equations (3) and (4) are essential for the 1/1-par
ticle model under consideration. They are responsible 
for the fact that the decays of the type 1/1' - 21T1/1 are al
lowed (Eq. (3) at fl C>! f2) and the decays 1/1 - 31T are sup
pressed (the amplitude of this process is proportional 
to (Olf». 

It follows from (2) that the state If) is an eigenvector 
of the positive-frequency part cP<+)(x) of the field opera
tor: 

~,+, (x) I I>='/,f(x) If>. (5) 

where, as usual, 

, S a(k) . 
<p'+' (x) = --=- e+'"'(dk) 

1'200 

(a (k) is the boson annihilation operator). This implies 
that the integral in the exponent of (4) is simply the 
mean particle number n in the condensate I f). The 
probability for observing n particles in the condensate 
is given by a Poisson distribution. 

We also note that the operators Uf separate the mean 
field from cP(x): 

where, by virtue of (5), the state If) is the vacuum for 
$(x): 

,p<+'(x) 1/>=0. 

All the above equations are also valid in the Heisenberg 
picture, since they are based exclusively on the equal
time commutation relations for the field operators. 

So far, no restrictions have been imposed onf(x, t). 
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If one requires that I(x, t) satisfy the Heisenberg equa
tions for 4i(x, t) then, as was shownin[sl, the state II) 
will be the quasiclassical approximation to the exact 
quantum solution and will determine the claSSical field 
in the limit n - 00, h - O. The second condition is 
equivalent to smallness of the frequency n of the time 
oscillations of the field, compared to its energy. Since 
the latter is in any case larger than nrno, we are led to 
the conclusion that the state II) can be a good approxi
mation in the case when 

n~ 1, Q¢:nm o• (6) 

In order of magnitude n"" Iilil and, as already men
tioned, n is expressed in terms of Iby the integral 

n=I/,J Ct)lfl'(dk). (7) 

As will be seen in the sequel, the conditions (6) are sat
isfied for solutions of the soliton type in the case of 
weak coupling. 

2. MODELS OF QUANTUM SOLITONS 

We consider a one-dimensional equation of the Lan
dau-Ginzburg type for a scalar field 

(8) 

with the condition 

(9) 

(" weak coupling "). The equation (8) has a solution cor
responding to a constant field/o=± jJ.X-1/ 2• The field 1/Jo 
= f{J -10 with the condition (9) satisfies approximately the 
free-field equation with mass rno = jJ..,f2. The states In) 
with definite particle number n and mass rno are eigen
vectors of the Hamiltonian iI and of the momentum op
erator P 

(10) 

up to corrections of the order nxl jJ.2, if n« jJ.2 Ix. For 
values of n comparable to the parameter jJ.2 Ix the states 
I n) can no longer be eigenvectors of iI. In this case 
the system becomes quasiclassical and an appropriate 
approximation is a coherent state constructed on the 
basis of the classical field I satisfying the equation (8). 
Such will in particular be the soliton solution repre
senting the static field translated along the x axis: 

(11) 

where 

U=l (x-vtl!.t/l'2, 1= (i-v') -'I., 

and v is the velocity. The energy and momentum of 
the soliton (11) are given by 

E.=-l",'/2"'+M.1, P.=M.v1, (12) 
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where 

M.=21'2 11'/3", 

and t is the normalization "volume." lt follows from 
(12) that the soliton solution corresponds to the motion 
of a particle of mass M s, if one renormalizes the en
ergy, removing from it the term which depends on t. 
The omission of this term is equivalent to counting the 
energy from that corresponding to the c~>nstant field 10' 
lt is however essential that such a renormalization pro
cedure cannot be extended to the calculation of the di
vergent integral (7) in the expression (4) for (Oils)' 
The only subtraction procedure which is acceptable in 
this case would consist in the substitution Is -Is -/0' 
But this does not realize the goal, since Is(± 00) 
= ± jJ.X-1/ 2, whereas 10 is a constant. Any other sub
traction is equivalent to a violation of unitarity of the 
operator U1 or is in contradiction with the equation of 
motion (8). Thus, 

n;=oo, <Olf.)=exp {-n,/2} =0, (13) 

with 

(14) 

(in the frame with v=O). Equations (13) mean that the 
"quantum soliton" (14) is stable with respect to transi
tions into a state with definite particle number n, al
though in the example under consideration there are no 
quantum numbers produced by a group symmetry. 

The absolute stability of the state (14) stems from the 
boundary conditions imposed at x = ± 00. By somewhat 
modifying Eq. (8) one can construct an example of a 
soliton-particle for which the decay is strongly sup
pressed, but not completely forbidden, as happens for 
the 1/J particle. For this purpose we replace (8) by the 
same equation with a right-hand side jJ.2125(u)X-1/ 2. 
Such an equation corresponds to a boson field produced 
by an external fixed source concentrated at a point. 
One can imagine that this source is a heavy particle 
of mass Mo» jJ. (a fermion or a boson) interacting with 
f{J according to the law 

(15) 

In addition to this interaction one can add to the Hamil
tonian also a bare energy Mo and the appropriate mo
mentum - vyMo. A solution of the equation with the 
right-hand side will be 

(16) 

where E(U) is the Signature function (E(± lui) = ± 1). 

Since Is(O) = 0 the interaction (15) does not contribute to 
the energy. For the same reason, and since e'(u) = 5(u) 

This implies that the state I/~) (after subtraction of the 
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vacuum energy) will be characterized by a mass, en
ergy, and momentum 

At the same time the subtractionf:=f-fo, which is 
now admissible, leads to a regularization of the inte
gral (7). Since w(k) varies considerably slower than 

-R 2 
If * (k) I , we can write: 

w(IC} +~ dk ~ 
n'=-2- S If.RI'2;~w(IC) S (f.-f,)'dx. 

-~ , 

Setting the average k= J1./.f2 and calculating the integral, 
we obtain 

This shows that the decay probability of the state If¢) 
into n bosons is proportional to exp(- J1.2/">..) , i. e., will 
be exponentially small in the weak coupling case. 

In addition to (16), Eq. (8) with a right-hand side has 
oscillating solutions which differ little from f.. Such 
solutions for the homogeneous equation have been con
sidered in the weak-coupling approximation in several 
papers (cf. [3,6,7]). For thiS homogeneous equation which 
interests us the solutions will be the same, but here 
they are not used for the quantization of the field (p - f, 
but for the determination of the classical field f., which 
is close to the field f., and for the construction on the 
basis of this field of the quantum coherent state If¢,). 
Accordingly we write 

(17) 

where 

IG(u)I<lf.(u)1. (18) 

and require 

G(±oo)=O. (19) 

This boundary condition and the requirement that f. sat
isfy the equation (8) for all t ::.0, determines the func
tion and the frequency qo if in addition one gives the 
normalization integral 

+~ 

S G'(u)du=N'<JJ.'lf... (20) 

Substituting (17) into (8), using (18) and equating to zero 
the coefficients of the cosine and sine of qx - qot, we ob
tain 

q/q,=v, 

G" +2 (Q'/Il'-2+3/ch' u)G- (f../2JJ.') G'=O, (21) 

where 

Equation (21) has solutions with the boundary conditions 
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(19) only if n2<2J1.2• Inthe zeroth approximation in ">.. 

(i. e. , omitting the nonlinear term in (21» there existtwo 
eigenvalues of n~ satisfying this inequality 

Q,'=O; 3JJ.'/2. 

The value ng = 0 does not fit, since v < 1. To first or
der of the perturbation theory in ">.. one can obtain 

21. +~ 9", 
Q"-3JJ.'/2=3N'_~ G,'du=yf..NZ• 

In this equation Go is a solution of Eq. (21) for ">,,=0 and 
ng= 3J1.2/2: 

Go=N(,/,) 'I. th u/ch u. 

The mass difference between the solitons If.,) and If.) 
to zeroth approximation in ">.. is given by 

This shows that in the model under consideration the 
mass spectrum M., is continuous, and starting from 
N 2 > ·H<lM. > J1.v'"2') the decay If •• ) - If.) is energetically 
allowed. It is also easy to estimate the factor which 
determines the transition probability. Making use of 
Eq. (3) and proceeding as before (in the calculation of 
it.) we obtain 

l<i,lf •. )I'=exp{-'/'w(IC) j Go'dx} = exp{-N'Y5/4} (22) 
o 

(the factor t in front of the integral in the exponential 
is due to averaging cos2not). From Eq. (22) and the 
condition (20) it follows that 

1 <t.1 f,·) I'> 1 <01 f.,) I'· 

Since the factor 1(0 If*,) 12 determines the order of mag
nitude of the If¢.) - I n) decay probability for n« n, this 
decay is considerably less likely in the model under 
consideration than the decay mode If¢.) - If.), similar 
to what happens for the real bosons 1jJ' and 1jJ. 

We note that the scalar product (n If) is not exactly 
equal to the decay amplitude of the state If) into n ob
servable free particles. It only determines the ampli
tude to find n particles in the quantum soliton If). The 
decay probability will contain in addition a "barrier 
penetration factor" and a renormalization constant, 
corresponding to the transition of the particle a of the 
initial quantization basis into the phYSical boson b with 
the same quantum numbers. One can show (cf. Glau
ber[2]) that a state which is coherent in the basis a is 
also coherent with respect to the particles b. For this 
reason the concrete choice of the representation of the 
Schrooinger operators (p(x) is of no consequence from 
the point of view of principle. 

We have considered as an example of a solution of a 
spatially one-dimensional equation of the Landau-Ginz-
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burg type with a right-hand side, solely in order to 
demonstrate in analytic form the main properties of 
the proposed model: the exponential smallness (in 1/ 
X, X« 1) of the decay probability into light bosons (the 
analog of the process 1j! -mr) and the unsuppressed char
acter of the transition from one coherent state into 
another, which is close to the first as far as the mean 
field is concerned (the analog of the transition 1j!' -1j!). 
As was recently shown by Kudryavtsev, [8] Eq. (8) has 
soliton-like bell-shaped solutions similar to (16), but 
differing from the latter by slow oscillation and decay 
(the frequency of oscillation is much smaller than the 
mass Ms of the sOliton, and the decay time is much 
longer than the period of oscillations). The field ampli
tude of these solutions has the order of magnitude 
f.1.X-1/2, i.e., is large in the case of weak coupling (for 
f.1.X-1/2 « 1 such solutions with small field amplitude 
have been found in the framework of perturbation the
ory in[9.IO]). Apparently, similar solutions exist also 
in three-dimensional space. [Il] 

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

So far we have considered the condensate of a neu
tral field. In the case of charged fields in addition to 
the field ~(x) one must introduce the charge-conjugate 
field: 

where C is the charge-conjugation operator. 

For the charged condensate, the operator Ut will 
have the form 

(23) 

For ~e = Cp (neutral field) Eq. (23) becomes (1). The 
operator Ute for the antiparticle condensate is ob
tained from (23) by means of the substitutionf, ~, ~e 
-fe, ie, 7T, wherefe(x) is a function which by analogy 
withf(x) determines the mean field of the antiparticle 
condensate, with 

Similar to the Cooper-pair condensate, the condensates 
If) and Ife) have undetermined charges. Only the av
erage values of the charge are fixed. Charge and cur
rent conservation are valid also only for expectation 
values. The condensate If,fe) containing in the mean 
ti particles and tie antiparticles and having therefore an 
average charge e(ti - tid is obtained in the following 
manner: 

We now consider a neutral condensate (ti = tid. If f = fe, 
then the condensate, which is neutral only in the mean, 
nevertheless transforms into itself under charge con
jugation and therefore has a definite charge-conjugation 
parity. The diagonal matrix elements of the current 
jf.1. will then vanish. The matrix element for the emis
sion of a photon will have the form 
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(24) 

Here e~A) is the photon polarization vector, x=(xo,x) 
is the 4-momentum of the photon, C', C are the charge
conjugation parities of the states If'), I f) between 
which the transition occurs (owing to the identity of f 
and fe we have used only one function in the notation of 
the condensate). It is remarkable that Eq. (24) coin
cides almost exactly with the quantum-mechanical ma
trix element for the emission of light by 11. neutral sys
tem consisting of two charged particles having the wave 
functions of the initial and final states equal to f' and f, 
respectively. The only difference is the presence of the 
factor (flf'), the nonorthogonality of the functions f' 
and f, as well as their normalization (whereas the 
states If') and If) have unit norms, the normalization 
integrals of the functions f', f yield the average charges 
of the charged components of the condensate which is 
neutral in the mean. Thus, it follows from Eq. (24) 
that each of the charged parts of the condensate inter
acts coherently with the electromagnetic field, like a 
point particle with charge en localized in a region 
where f is nonzero (the support of f). In this sense the 
many-particle state If) differs considerably a usual 
quantum mechanical system consisting of several par
ticles, like an atom or a nucleus. In the latter case the 
electromagnetic tranSition amplitude would contain a 
summation over the particles, which is absent from 
(24), where it is replaced by the factor ti. In other 
wordS, whereas in a many-particle quantum-mechani
cal system at a given time one particle is with a cer
tain probability at the space point 1, another, at the 
point 2, etc., in the condensate at each instant of time 
all present particles are situated at one space point 
(with the mean number of particles at a point being a 
function of the point). As is well known, the coherent 
effects lead to the appearance of collective degrees of 
freedom. In the case of the coherent states considered 
here such a collective degree of freedom is the mean 
field of the condensate, determined by the function f. 
We note that'the equation (24) is valid only in the case 
when the states If) and If') are close to one another. 
This is due to the fact that the energy and current are 
conserved only in the mean. For the same reason a 
consistent calculation of the annihilation transition If) 
-I e+e-) runs into difficulties. The amplitude of such 
a transition is proportional to the integral: 

(25) 

Hereu are the spinor amplitudes of the leptons, Q is 
their total 4-momentum and G",v is the photon Green's 
function. However, in this formula one may not set, 
as usual, 

<ol~,(x) 1f)=e-,pr(Oli.(O) If), (26) 

where P is the 4-momentum of the state If), since If) 
is not an eigenstate of the translation operator (i. e., of 
the 4-momentum operator of the system). 

This means that, in other wordS, the Fourier com-
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ponents of the off-diagonal matrix elements (Olj,,(x)lf) 
are incorrectly described by the model under considera
tion, and it is these matrix elements which determine 
according to Eq. (25) the amplitude of the electromag
netic transition If) -I e+e-). The matrix element under 
consideration depends completely on the structure of 
the two-particle states which enter into If), since the 
current j,,(x) is bilinear in the creation-annihilation op
erators of the particles. It is clear that for average 
particle number ii» 1 the c:omponents of If) with small 
numbers of particles may in some respects be very far 
from the corresponding components of the exact solu
tion. In particular, the momentum distributions must 
differ strongly. It is easy to show that the mean mo
mentum of the light boson on the two-particle compo
nent of the exact solution will be of the order M (M is 
the mass of the soliton). The average momentum of 
such a boson in the two-particle component of the ap
proximate solution If) will be of the order mo, i. e. , 
the same as in the many-particle components with n 
"" ii, since the whole state If) is characterized by one 
functionf(x) corresponding to a linear size of the space 
region of the order 1/mo (here as before mo is the mass 
of the light boson in the condensate). One might think 
that the exact quantum solution must be described by a 
countable sequence of functions fn(x) one for each state 
I n), so that fn(x) will be close to f(x) at n"" ii. We note 
that the coherence properties of the system, which is a 
Bose-condensate, are expressed through the fact that 
the n-particle states are described not be functions 
F n(Xl> ••• , xn) of n variables, but by functions fn(x) of 
one variable (in other wordS, that the functions F. are 
symmetrized sums of products of the fn(x i ), i = 1,2, ••• , 
n). Although the function f.(X) for n"" ii must differ 
strongly from f(x) in its x dependence, we are entitled 
to count on closeness of thE) distributions in the parti
cle numbers in the exact and approximate solutions. 
In other words, it is reasonable to assume that the nor
malization integrals of fn satisfy in order of magnitude 
the Poisson distribution. Based on this one can esti
mate the expected theoretical value of the width r e"e

for the electromagnetic decay into the lepton channel, 
in the following manner. If (26) is valid we can obtain 
from (25) 

r,+,_ = .~, I <0 1 flO) 1/> I' (27) 

(the bar denotes here averaging over the space compo
nents of the current). The square of the matrix ele
ment in (27) has the dimension of a spatial density. On 
the other hand, it is determined by the two-boson com
ponent of If), in which, as shown above, the mean mo
mentum of the particles is of the order of M, and con
sequently the average radius of the region of spatial 
localization must be of the order of M -1. Since at the 
same time we assume the normalization of components 
with small numbers of bosons to be equal in order of 
magnitude to the intensity of those components in the 
approximate model solution, we may set 

(28) 
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where ii is the average number of light bosons in the 
condensate. For ii = 10 and M"" 3 GeV we obtain from 
(28) r e+.-"" 1.5 keY, which is of the srune order of mag
nitude as the widths observed for the Ij! particles. 

CONCLUSION 

It is interesting to compare the probabilities of the 
decays Ij!' - 3'IT and Ij!' - 2'1T1/! in this model for the same 
value of ii for which above we have estimated the value 
of r e+e-' We can write 

where c, c I are effective coupling constants which we 
will assume to have the same order of magnitude, W 
are the corresponding invariant phase-space volumes. 
Taking into account that for the decay of a Ij!' 

and setting I (f" If".) 12"" 1, ii = 10, we obtain r 3./r 2. "" 8%. 
From these estimates it can be seen that the model un
der consideration even in its manifestly imperfect 
shape, is capable of giving the widths of the electro
magnetic decays into the leptonic channel, at the same 
time suppressing the decay mode Ij!' - 3'IT compared to 
Ij!' - 2'IT1j! by an order of magnitude, although the first 
of these channels must, by energy conSiderations, be 
260 times more intensive than the second (in other 
wordS, the square of the amplitude of the process Ij!' 
- 3'IT in the given model is by three orders of magnitude 
smaller than the corresponding quantity for the decay 
Ij!' - 2'IT1j! for a normal value of r e+e-)' 

We now turn to the problem of the total decay prob
ability of Ij! particles. Since the phase-space volume 
Wn is made dimensionless by the condensate particle 
mass (this is the mass determining the spatial size of 
the system), the multiplicity specified by the phase 
space volume depends on one parameter ii=M/mo. For 
n"" ii the volume W nr - (1- n/ii)(3n-S)/2, and for n« ii the 
volume is W nr - ii 2n-\ Therefore the average multi
pliCity nw allowed by the phase-space volume turns out 
to be much smaller than ii, with a relatively peaked dis
tribution around nw. The suppression factor of the de
cay Ij! - n'IT in the coherent model corresponds to values 
of the Poisson distribution for an argument nw« ii. It 
is clear that for ii» 1 the suppression may be large 
(e. g., for ii = 20, nw = 5, the decay will be slowed down 
by a factor of 104). In this connection it does not sur
prise us that the decay probability of the Ij!' into the one 
channel 2'IT1j! (for which there is no exponential suppres
sion) is approximately t of the total Ij!' width, i. e. , 
makes up about half of all the decays into pionic chan
nels. 

Summing up, we arrive at the conclusion that the pro
posed model is capable of unifying the main qualitative 
peculiarities of objects of the type of the Ij! particles. 
Two traits of this model seem attractive to us: first, 
that it gets away without introducing new hypothetical 
quantum numbers and, second, that the narrowness of 
the Ij! resonances is here related to their large mass 
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(the suppression of the pionic channels requires that n 
»1, or, on account of what was said, M» mo). 

In conclusion we note that one of the simplest types 
of coherent states was considered here. It is essential 
that the modern approach to coherent states (cf. [12 ~ 
considerably widens the spectrum of theoretically con
ceivable models of this type. 

The author is indebted to V. A. Karmanov for a val
uable remark regarding the calculation of the probability 
of electromagnetic leptonic decays, as well as to A. E. 
Kudryavtsevand A. M. Perelomov for useful discus
sions. 

I )Equation (1) differs from the corresponding expressions inl3,41. 
It corresponds to the operator used in!4l in the special case 
of real functions f(x). 
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Decay of bounded laser beams in nonlinear media 
N. N. Rozanov and V. A. Smirnov 

(Submitted September 30, 1975) 
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 70, 2060-2073 (June 1976) 

The stability of propagation of an intense laser beam in a medium with quadratic or cubic optical 
nonlinearities is investigated. The existence of a discrete spectrum and of a set of natural perturbation 
functions that correspond to the modes of the "waveguide" produced by the laser beam in the nonlinear 
medium is found. "Branch points" at which, in contrast to the usual reversal point, no ret1ection of 
electromagnetic waves take place, are found to play an important role in the formation of the "waveguide." 
Dispersion equations for the perturbation growth rates are derived for axisymmetric laser beams of 
arbitrary and smooth intensity profile. Some simple geometric rules for determining the maximal growth 
rates are formulated and their dependence on the azimuthal number characterizing the perturbation is 
found. A limiting transition to the case of an unbounded laser beam considered by Bespalov and Talanov 
{Pis'ma Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 3, 471 (1966) [JETP Lett. 3, 307 (1966)]J is analyzed and compared with the 
results by others. 

PACS numbers: 42.60.Nj, 42.65.Hw 

Intense laser beams propagating in nonlinear media 
can be unstable to various types of perturbations. 
Growth of the perturbations leads to decay of the initial 
beam. For media with cubic nonlinearity, this effect 
has been most thoroughly investigated as applied to the 
self-focusing phenomenon. As shown by Bespalov and 
Talanov, [11 an intense plane wave is unstable to definite 
perturbations of its profile, and this causes the plane 
wave to break up into individual filaments. 

Although the theory of Bespalov and Talanov explains 
the main features of the phenomenon and yields for the 
self-focusing length an estimate that agrees with ex
periment, it does not take into account so important a 
factor as the limited dimensions of real laser beams. 
Attempts to analyze the stability of a bounded laser 
beam in a cubic medium were undertaken in several 
places, the best results being obtained by Lyakhov. [2] 

This procedure, however, is not sufficiently well 
founded, and some of his results contradict numerical 
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experiments [3] as well as the ideas that have developed 
by now. 

The fundamental difference between the bounded 
laser beam and an infinite plane wave is the following: 
In the case of an intense bounded beam, it becomes pos
sible for perturbations that are bounded in the trans
verse direction to propagate. Such perturbations cor
respond to the discrete modes of the "waveguide" pro
duced in the nonlinear medium by the laser beam. The 
waveguide can be regarded as homogeneous, since the 
distances of interest to us, which are of the order of 
the characteristic perturbation growth length, are 
usually much smaller in real laser beams than the self
focusing length of the beam as a whole. For bounded 
beams it is precisely the discrete spectrum which cor
responds to increasing perturbations. An analysis of 
the stability of intense and broad laser beams without 
allowance for the waveguide modes (see, e. g., [4]) is 
therefore only of limited use. 
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